Department Migration

The Dept Migration page on the Academic Chair Dashboard (Retention and Graduation tab) presents the pattern of students enrolling in the department at entry into the University, moving into the department from another department, remaining in the department, or moving out of the department – and at what point (Freshman, Sophomore, Junior or Senior year). There is a chart (Migration into Dept chart) and two separate reports: Migration into Dept is on the left side of the page below the chart and Migration out of Dept is on the right. The Major Department slicer is tied to the Migration Into Dept Chart and Report and the Prior Department slicer is tied to the Migration out of Dept. Select the same department in both slicers.

The Migration into Dept Chart shows students who changed into your department since the previous term. The bars on the chart for each classification show the distribution by previous department.

The Migration into Dept report shows by class, the total number of students enrolled in the department selected and then uses the “First Term in Dept Flags” to categorize them as:

- New Students – new freshmen or new transfers
- Changed from Previous term – students who are new to your department because they were in another department in the previous term
- Returning to Dept – students who were enrolled in your department in the previous term and have returned to it (although prior to the previous term they may have been enrolled in another department)

The Prior Departments are in the rows.

The Migration out of Dept report shows by class the total number of students who were enrolled in the department selected in the previous term and have now moved to another department. The rows identify the department the student moved to.

Enrollment counts are as of today and the department is for the primary major on the student’s primary curriculum.